Now suppose that N is ^-eccentric and assume N^Φ (L) . Let Λί/iV be as in the above paragraph. Again, by induction, there exists an _^-normalizer E of M such that E + N = D. But iVg Φ(L) yields that M is ^-critical in L using Theorem 2.5 of [4] . Hence E is an "-normalizer of L and this case is completed.
Finally suppose that N is ^^-eceentric and assume N §£Φ (L) . Then N is complemented by a maximal subalgebra M which must bê^-critical in L. Now there must exist an ^"-normalizer E of M such that E + JV -D. Again E must be an ^^-normalizer of L and the result is shown.
COROLLARY.
J7~{jr) is closed under homomorphisms.
jector of L and both C and D are .^-projectors of C + N. Then C and D are conjugate in C + N by an inner automorphism of C + N induced by an element of N by Lemma 1.11 of [3] . Hence D and C are conjugate in L and the result holds.
Note that ^{ά?") contains a large class of Lie algebras. In fact by Theorem 3 of [9] we have LEMMA 3. In order to obtain that ά?~(^) is a formation, we record a characterization of ^^-projectors which is completely analogous to a result in group theory due to Bauman [5] . Since the proofs carry over virtually unchanged, we omit them. 
By Theorem The following example shows that ^Ϋ"^Ϋ" c ^~{^Ϋ") and that JfirsV) is not closed under taking ideals. It is a variant of an example on p. 52 of [7] . Let B be the three dimensional Lie algebra generated by x, y, z. Let L be the semi-direct sum of A and B with the natural product. As on p. 53 of [7] , B acts irreducibly on A so that A is a minimal ideal of L. Evidently A is self-centralizing in L, hence A is the unique minimal ideal of L and N{L) = A. Hence each ^/"-critical maximal subalgebra of L complements A. Furthermore, L is clearly of nilpotent length three.
Consider first any Λ~-normalizer E of L which is also an ^V-normalizer of B. Such ^"-normalizer exists since B is a maximal //^-critical subalgebra of L. By the covering-avoidance property of^-normalizers of B, E = ((z, x + ay)) where aeF. Now B is of nilpotent length 2, hence E is a Car tan subalgebra of ί?. Now since ze E, it is easily verified that E is a Car tan subalgebra of L. Now in general, each ^"-normalizer of L is an ^//"-normalizer of some ^"-critical maximal subalgebra M of L and ikf must complement A. But L is of nilpotent length 3 and L/A is of nilpotent length 2, hence ikf must be conjugate to B by Theorem 8 of [8] .
Consequently, any .^-normalizer of L is a Cartan subalgebra of L and Le^^). Now the ideal P = A + ((a, 2/)) of L is not in ^{^V). For  ((a?)) c ((α, y) ) c P is a maximal ^"-critical chain of P, hence ((a?)) is an .Λ^-normalizer of P. However, the normalizer of ((a?)) in P is ((x, β 0 ) ). Hence L £ ^{^T).
We recall that each ^"-normalizer is contained in an .^-projector (Theorem 6 of [9]). However, the usual converse result, namely eacĥ '-projector contains an ^'-normalizer has not been obtained, even for ^V'^V'JF'-Lie algebras. We now show that this result holds if L e Λ r 3 r (^r)* First we record the following result which is needed. ,^-normalizers have the covering-avoidance property but the converse is not true in general. However, if Le^(^), then the converse is true. THEOREM 
Let Le^~(^~). If D is a subalgebra of L which covers the J^~'-central chief factors of L and avoids the J?~'-eccentric chief factors of L, then D is an ^-normalizer of L.
Proof. Let JV be a minimal ideal of L. Henceforth we shall be concerned with the case J^~ -Λ". Here we have the following stronger form of Theorem 4.
THEOREM 7. Let L e ^^(Λ^) and D be an ^Γ-normalizer of L. Then there exists a Cartan subalgebra C of L which contains every subalgebra H of L in which D is subinvariant. In particular, D is contained in a unique Cartan subalgebra of L. C is the Fitting null component of D acting on L.

Proof. D + N(L)/N(L) is subinvariant in H + N(L)/N(L) and D + N(L)/N(L) is an ^T-normalizer of L/N(L) ejT(^).
Hence 
For Lie algebras of nilpotent length three, a result somewhat stronger than Theorem 7 holds. The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 7, using Theorem 1 of [8] instead of the defining property of ^{sV), and may be omitted. 
The final result is of a slightly different nature. We consider the following: If an ^^-normalizer D of L is contained in the selfnormalizing maximal subalgebra M of L, then is D contained in an .^-normalizer of M. The analogous question for finite groups is answered negatively in [1] . The Lie algebra case also has a negative answer as in shown in the following result. The second part of this example is also an analogue to the example of [1] . THEOREM 10. There exists a solvable Lie algebra L e which has an ^4^-normalizer D, ideal A and maximal subalgebra M containing D such that (
Proof. This example is also a variant of an example found on p. 52 of [7] . Let F be a field of characteristic p>2. Let A be the Lie algebra over F with basis a Q ,a l9 , Let B be the 2-dimensional Lie algebra generated by x and y and let L be the semi-direct sum of A and B with the natural product. Let R = ((c 0 , , c p _i)) and S = ((c 0 , , c p _ u b)). The same argument used in [7] shows that R and A/S are ^"-eccentric chief factors of L and S/R is clearly and ^//"-central chief factor of L. Let ikf = ( (#, y, 6, c 0 , , c^)), Mx = ((a, #, 6)) and Λf 2 = ((y, b) ). Each of these is a maximal .^"-critical subalgebra of the preceding and M is maximal, ^^-critical in L. Now exp α 0 is an automorphism of L since char F Φ 2. Then C = M 2 θxpα° -((y, b + c o ))QM and D is an ^T-normalizer of L. Now the ^//^-normalizers of M have dimension 2 by the coveringavoidance property of ^f^-normalizers, hence, if D is contained in an /"-normalizer of M, then it is one of them. If this is the case, then, since beZ(M), beD and dimJD > 2, a contradiction.
For the second part, note that
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